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Doctrinal Reformation of the
Hongzhou School of Chan Buddhism*
Hu Shi
asserts that "Chinese" Chan proper first took on complete
shape in the Hongzhou
school. This assertion has been generally
accepted, and the Hongzhou school is regarded as the beginning of
"classical" or "golden-age" Chan. However, when discussing exactly
what marks the beginning of this new type of Chan, or in other words,
what kind of reformation Mazu Daoyi J S f f i l l - - (709-88) brought to the
Chan tradition, there have been quite different explanations. Y A N A G I D A
Seizan |7PEBIIll[ posits that the m6st salient characteristic of the Hong
zhou school is that it is a Chan of everyday life and a religion of
humanity. IRIYA Yoshitaka A ^ i l f i j regards the ideas, "function is
identical with [Buddha-]nature" and "daily activities are wonderful
functions," as the core of Daoyi's teaching. John McRAE assumes that
"encounter dialogue" distinguishes the "classical" Chan of Mazu from
the "pre-classical" Chan of the Northern, early Southern, and Niutou
schools. Bernard FAURE takes the disappearance of one-practice
samadhi (yixing sanmei — ffzLW) as "an indicator of the 'epistemological split' that opened between early Chan and the 'classical' Chan of the
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ninth century." Each of these scholars insightfully focuses on an impor
tant aspect of Mazu's reformation, yet the full dimension of the doctri
nal development of the school still awaits further exploration, which is
the aim of this article.
1. "Ordinary Mind Is the Way"
Earlier studies defined the expression, "the mind is the Buddha" (jixin
shifo BP'OllfJO as the core of Daoyi's teaching. However, in his To
Godai Zenshushi / S E f W g ? ^ , S U Z U K I Tetsuo i^if^M
presents
plentiful evidence to indicate that this expression was not taught only by
Daoyi, but had been a rather popular teaching since Huineng Htb.(638713) According to Suzuki's analysis of the sources, the Chan masters
before Daoyi who may have illustrated this teaching include Huineng
and his disciples Benjing
Shenhui
(684-758), Huizhong H , ^
(d.776), Huairang WM (677-744), and Xingsi f f JS (d. 740)7
S U Z U K I further posits that, though Daoyi at the beginning of his
career also taught that "the mind is the Buddha," after he moved to
Hongzhou, in order to fend off attacks from outside the Chan circle and
to correct abuses inside the school, he used an alternative expression,
"neither mind nor Buddha" (feixinfeifo ^ ' i j ^ N f l O .
The idea that "the mind is the Buddha" can be viewed as the major
teaching of the Southern tradition since Huineng. SUZUKI is quite right
when he indicates that it is not Daoyi's core teaching, but his reason for
Daoyi's alternative expression, "neither mind nor Buddha," lacks
reliable evidence. He mentions the frequent defamation of Daoyi by the
abbot of Da'an monastery
in Hong prefecture, recorded in the
Zutang ji i f i ^ l l , and also Nanyang Huizhong's criticism about "the
mind is the Buddha," recorded in the Jingde chuandeng lu MWiM'MMHowever, the Zutang ji does not relate any specific content of the
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abbot's slanders. Huizhong himself also advocated that "the mind is the
Buddha," and did not really criticize it. The abuse of this expression
by others, another reason offered by SUZUKI for Daoyi's abandonment
of this expression, in actuality appeared only after Daoyi's death.
Daoyi's alternative expression, "neither mind nor Buddha," was also
not a new doctrine, but rather suggested an application of the
Madhyamika nondualism, which had already appeared in the teachings
of various Chan lines earlier than the Hongzhou school.
Daoyi took over these two teachings of early Chan, "the mind is the
Buddha" and "neither mind nor Buddha," and used them as expedient
means (updya) to guide learners. The Jingde chuandeng lu records a
conversation between Daoyi and an anonymous monk:
1 0
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A monk asked, "Why did you preach that the mind is the Buddha?" The master
[Daoyi] answered, "To stop little boys from crying." The monk asked, "What
would you say when they have stopped crying?" The master replied, "Neither
mind nor Buddha." The monk asked, "If someone other than these two kinds of
people comes, how would you guide him?" The master answered, "Tell him it is
not a thing." The monk asked, "What would you do if someone in the know
suddenly comes?" The master replied, 'Then teach him to comprehend the great
Way."^

Thus, both sayings were used only to guide beginners (crying young
sters); when more advanced learners came, he guided them directly to
understand the great Way. Daoyi's major disciples understood this quite
well. For example, Panshan Baoji 5S|I[1f f t instructed his own disciples:
14

If you say that "the mind is the Buddha," you have not now entered the myste
rious subtlety. If you say "neither mind nor Buddha," you are still attached to the
extreme rule of pointing to traces. As for the one single Way of going beyond, a
thousand sages would not transmit it.
15
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Then, what is the "one single Way of going beyond that a thousand
sages would not transmit"? It should be the teaching that "ordinary mind
is the Way" (pingchangxin shi Dao ^ ^ W i r J K ) . Daoyi preached to the
assembly:
If one wants to know the Way directly, then ordinary mind is the Way. Ordinary
mind means no intentional action, no right or wrong, no grasping or rejecting, no
terminable or permanent, no profane or holy. The sutra says, "Neither the practice
of ordinary men, nor the practice of sages - that is the practice of the
Bodhisattva." Now all these are just the Way: walking, staying, sitting, lying,
responding to situations, and dealing with things.
16

is insightful in singling out that "ordinary mind is the Way"
as Daoyi's core teaching. However, his interpretation of "ordinary
mind" seems somewhat contradictory. On one hand, he says that it is a
complete mind including both ignorance and enlightenment:
YANAGIDA
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The characteristic of the new Chan Buddhism created by Mazu is to regard the
complete, actual activities of mind as manifestations of Buddha nature.
The so-called "ordinary mind" is such a complete mind. It includes all ignorance
and enlightenment, without partiality for either side.
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On the other hand, however, he asserts that "ordinary mind" should not
contain ignorance but simply emphasizes the down-to-earth tendency of
subjective awakening:
It does not mean that the mind is the original mentality that contains both igno
rance and enlightenment, but rather the most substantial and common mind, the
down-to-earth tendency of the subject. We can say that it makes the traditional
idea of original or absolute enlightenment subjective and active.
20

Sometimes, he simply identifies Daoyi's new slogan with the old saying
that "the mind is the Buddha."
Y A N A G I D A ' s confusion is understandable. Daoyi's teaching itself
contains various orders of meaning, and even his closest disciples
understood it in quite different ways. It covers at least three orders of
21
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mutually reinforcing and sometimes conflicting meaning. Someone once
asked Zhangjing Huaihui Jp:ffcjJ!)ipfL (756-815), one of Daoyi's major
disciples: "Is the Dharma-gate of mind-ground transmitted by the
patriarch the mind of Thusness, or the deluded mind, or neither true
mind nor deluded mind?" These three questions are quite acute,
deriving from the three orders of meaning implied in Daoyi's "ordinary
mind." Each in turn requires careful analysis and response.
The first order of "ordinary mind" answers the question whether it is
the mind of Thusness. As cited above, Daoyi said, "Now all these are
just the Way: walking, staying, sitting, lying, responding to situations,
and dealing with things." These are the spontaneous activities of daily
life, not involving evil or defilement. As Y A N A G I D A explains, this kind
of "ordinary mind" is "the most substantial and common mind, the
down-to-earth tendency of the subject." It is easily understood as the
true nature of human beings, as well as the pure mind of Thusness or
Buddha-nature. As a matter of fact, several of Daoyi's major disciples
understood it in this way. The Jingde chuandeng lu records an interest
ing conversation between Dazhu Huihai
and a Vinaya master:
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A certain Vinaya master, Yuan, came to ask, "Reverend, do you still make efforts
in your cultivation of the Way?" The master replied, "Yes, I do." Yuan asked,
"How do you make your efforts?" The master answered, "When I feel hungry, I
eat food; when I am tired, I sleep." Yuan asked, "Everyone always does that. Are
they making the same efforts as you?" The master answered, "No, they are
different." Yuan asked, "Why are they different?" The master said, "When taking
food, they do not eat, but ponder over hundreds of matters. When sleeping, they
do not sleep, but worry about thousands of affairs. Hence they are different."
23

The pondering and worries of other people come from a deluded mind,
and the spontaneous eating and sleeping are the manifestations of a pure
mind. Pang Yun MWL, a lay disciple of Daoyi, composed the following
Chan verse:
No-greed surpasses giving alms;
No-delusion surpasses seated meditation.
No-anger surpasses observing precepts;
No-thought surpasses seeking causes.

22. Jingde chuandeng lu, 7.3b.
23. Jingde chuandeng lu, 6.6a.
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Manifesting all activities of ordinary men,
I sleep at ease at nights.
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Here the "three poisons" - greed, delusion, and anger - are excluded
from the activities of ordinary men. Thus, to Huihai and Pang Yun,
"ordinary mind" is close to the fundamental true mind (benzhenxin
^ } | L [ » or the pure mind of self-nature (zixing qingjingxin §14flf yi^L?)
advocated by the patriarchs of pre-classical Chan. In this order, Daoyi's
teaching that "ordinary mind is the Way" is identical with the teaching
that "the mind is the Buddha," as Y A N A G I D A has noted.
The second order of "ordinary mind" answers positively the question
whether it was neither true mind nor deluded mind. As cited above,
Daoyi said, "Ordinary mind means no intentional action, neither right
nor wrong, neither grasping nor rejecting, neither terminable nor
permanent, neither worldly nor holy. The sutra says, 'Neither the
practice of ordinary men, nor the practice of sages - that is the practice
of the Bodhisattva.'" The first three pairs of negation are variations of
Nagarjuna's famous Eightfold Negation. The last pair is a citation
from the VimalakTrti-nirdesa, which is also famous for its teaching of
nondualism. In the stupa inscription for Daoyi, Quan Deyu WkWkM
(761-818) also mentioned that Daoyi taught his followers about "the
gate of no-differentiation and no-gradation." Daoyi applied the Middle
Way theory of the Madhyamika teaching to negate all dual differentia
tions: true and deluded, right and wrong, rejecting and grasping, perma
nent and terminable, holy and worldly, and so forth. The teaching of
"neither mind nor Buddha" discussed above can be seen as an alternative
expression of this second order of "ordinary mind."
The third order of "ordinary mind" answers the question whether it is
the deluded mind. The entry on Fenyang Wuye ffiWoMM in the Zutang
ji records:
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[Wu]ye asked, 'As for the literature of the three vehicles, I have already roughly
understood their meanings. I heard that the teaching of the Chan school is that
24. Zutang ji, 15.349.
25. Nagarjuna, Madhyamika-sastra, T. 1564,30: lc.
26. 7.475,14:545b.
27. 'Tang gu Hongzhou Kaiyuansi Shimen Daoyi Chanshi taming bingxu"
m$km\mit^?m-mm%$&#l¥,
in Quan Zaizhi wenji mM^JCM
(Sibu congkan), 28.2a.

'the mind is the Buddha,' but I am really unable to understand it." Daji [Daoyi]
replied, 'This very mind that doesn't understand is it, without any other thing."
28

"This very mind that doesn't understand" is the mind of ignorance and
delusion. Daoyi directly identified it with the Buddha or Buddha-nature.
This is a new idea in the history of Chan and of Buddhism, by which
Wuye is said to have awakened immediately. Later, he passed it on to
his own disciples, "The Patriarch came to this land ... only for transmit
ting the mind-seal, to certify the delusive nature of all of you. Those
who get it do so regardless of being ordinary or sage, foolish or wise."
Daoyi further preached:
29

Self-nature is originally perfect. If only one does not get hindered by either good
or evil things, he is called a man who cultivates the Way. Grasping good and
rejecting evil, contemplating emptiness and entering concentration, all these
belong to intentional action. If one seeks further outside, he strays farther away.
30

These words can be explained in two ways. It can be seen as emphasiz
ing the no-attachment of mind. But it also can be interpreted as "selfnature" or "ordinary mind" is the complete, substantial mind of good
and evil, purity and defilement, enlightenment and ignorance, and it is
unnecessary to grasp good or reject evil intentionally. Some disciples of
Daoyi also expressed the second implication. Huaihui said, "Neither
dismiss phenomena to accord the mind, nor reject defilement to obtain
purity." Daowu M'fn said, "Defilement and purity stay together, as
water and wave share the same substance."
This interpretation is also consonant with Zongmi's T ^ S J (780-841)
description of the Hongzhou school. Zongmi summarized its doctrine as
"whatever one has contact with is the Way, and one should let the mind
be free", and further explained:
31
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The idea of the Hongzhou school is that the arising of mind, the movement of
thought, snapping fingers, twinkling eyes, all actions and activities are the
function of the entire essence of Buddha-nature. All greed, anger, delusion, the
28. Zangning i t ^ , Song gaoseng zhuan
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1987), 12.247. Also see Zutang ji, 15.344; Jingde chuandeng lu, 8.2a.
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Chugoku shuppansha, 1983), 3b. Cf. the translations of PAS, Recorded Sayings
ofMa-tsu, p. 86; CHENG, Sun-Face Buddha, p. 63.
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32. Song gaoseng zhuan, 10.233.

creation of good and evil, enjoyment of happiness, and suffering of bitterness are
Buddha-nature.
3 3

The two points implied in this passage, the ordinary psycho-physical
activities are the functions of Buddha-nature, and the complete, ordinary
mind of good and evil, enjoyment and suffering is Buddha-nature,
clearly elucidate Daoyi's teaching. Although we have not found in any
sources that Daoyi said the "three poisons" were the manifestation of
Buddha-nature, his disciple Qianqing Mingjue i ^ E B U did openly say:
"The dharmas of ten evils, five heinous offences, delusion, greed, anger,
and ignorance are all manifested from the tathdgata-garbha and origi
nally are Buddha."
This is a significant reformation in the development of Chan and
Buddhist thought. Buddhist doctrine in general regards ignorance as the
root of all sufferings and rejects the three poisons and other unwhole
some activities. Within the Mahayana movement, the tathdgata-garbha
theory holds that all sentient beings possess tathdgata-garbha/Buddhznature, which is covered by adventitious ignorance and delusion so that
it is even unknown to its owners. Based on this view, the various lines of
early Chan made every effort to pacify, maintain, contemplate, or look
into the pure fundamental mind/nature (anxin
shou benzhenxin
T^JIpLs guanxin H ' L s jianxing M t t ) . On the other hand, the M a dhyamika theory denies making an absolute commitment to anything,
not even to the Buddha or Buddha-nature. Following this doctrine, some
lines of early Chan advocated "no-thought" (wunian M ^ ) , "no-mind"
(wuxin |Bt;L ), or "no-affair" (wushi
in order to free the mind
from emotional and intellectual attachments. The first order of Daoyi's
"ordinary mind" is in accordance with the former doctrine, which was
influenced by the tathdgata-garbha thought, and the second order of
34
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Those were advocated by the Southern, Baotang, Niutou, and Shitou schools.

"ordinary mind" with the latter doctrine, which was influenced by the
Madhyamika theory. In the third order, however, Daoyi set aside both
doctrines, transformed absolute Buddha-nature into complete, substantial
human mind that contains both purity and defilement, and identified an
ordinary man with the Buddha. As his disciple Baoji said, "The
complete mind is the Buddha, and the complete Buddha is a man. When
a man and the Buddha are without difference, then there is the Way."
Danxia Tianran ftM^ifc, a disciple of both Daoyi and Shitou Xiqian
5 s P f # H (700-90), said, "If you want to recognize Sakyamuni, then
this old ordinary man is him." From "the mind is the Buddha" to "the
man is the Buddha," though only a word different, is a critical reforma
tion. Indeed, the various lines of pre-classical Chan had made strong
efforts to shorten the distance between ah ordinary man and the Buddha.
In Huineng's and his disciples' teaching of "the mind is the Buddha,"
this distance had been nearly negated. Only a single last step was left the mind was still limited within the scope of its intrinsically pure
nature, excluding the defiled mind. If one kept this last step, the essence
of the Indian tathdgata-garbha theory would still remain. When this last
step was overridden, with complete, substantial, ordinary mind, includ
ing both purity and defilement, becoming Buddha-nature, with no
difference between an ordinary man and the Buddha, thereupon Chinese
Chan took shape.
This reformation immediately drew serious criticism from more con
servative quarters both inside and outside Buddhism. Nanyang Huizhong
was the first to launch an attack:
37

Some have different names but the same essence, and some have the same name
but different essences. Therefore they are abused. For example, Bodhi, Nirvana,
Thusness, Buddha-nature, these names are different, but their essence is the
same. True mind and deluded mind, Buddha wisdom and mundane wisdom, the
names are the same, but the essences are different. It is because the south[ern
doctrine] wrongly taught deluded mind as true mind, taking thief as son, and
regarding mundane wisdom as Buddha wisdom. This is like confusing fish eyes
with bright pearls. These things cannot be taken as the same and must be distin
guished.
38

37. Jingde chuandeng lu, 14.6a.
38. Jingde chuandeng lu, 28.1b-3a.

This statement was made sometime during the years 772-5, and its target
was Daoyi's teaching. Huizhong appreciated Daoyi's expression,
"neither mind nor Buddha," but could not tolerate that he "taught
deluded mind as true mind." This is because while the former did not
betray the prajfid teaching, the latter made a reformation of the preclassical Chan tradition.
Soon after Huizhong, criticism from outside the Chan movement also
arose. Liang Su W±M (753-93), a Confucian as well as a follower of the
great Tiantai master Zhanran
(711-82), sharply condemned Daoyi's
new idea:
39
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Among today's people, those who have the right belief are very rare. Among
those who open the gate of Chan, some use the teachings that "there is no
Buddha or Dharma" and "no matter whether evil or good" to transform the
people. Mediocre people run after them, and fellows with lustful desires go in
and out of their halls. The gentry regard these words as the supreme
[understanding], which will never be replaced, so that personal desires need not
be abandoned. Consequently, people go to their gates like flying moths darting
into bright candles, or broken rocks dropping down an empty valley. ... This
kind of harm is the same as [that done by] the host of demon and heresy.
41
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This treatise was likely written in 781, a few years after Daoyi went to
Hong prefecture and established the Hongzhou school. The alleged
teaching of "no matter whether evil or good" and of affirming personal
desires accords with the third order of Daoyi's "ordinary mind." Liang
Su complained that this teaching betrayed the orthodox doctrine of
Buddhism, and because it attracted numerous followers, it exerted a
destructive effect on Buddhism.

39. See ISHH Shudo B#f§3i,"Nanyo Echu no nanpo shushi no hihan ni tsuite"
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Shigeo hakushi kanreki kinen ronshu ^Sto Wffe^b
MW^MW±MBM
1&mM (Tokyo: Daizo shuppansha 1988), pp. 315-44; "Nansozen no tongo shiso
no tenkai: Kataku Shine kara Koshushu e"
ffi^W<oWgf§M<DMffl:
Zenbunka kenkyujo kiyo WXi\M%MSM
20 (1990): 136-8;
JlA Jinhua, "Mazu Daoyi: A Complete Biography," Taiwan Journal of Religious
Studies 1.2 (2001): 119-150.
40. See Jingde chuandeng lu, 28.1b-3a.
41. Liang Su, 'Tiantai famen yi"
ffiP^li,
Zhonghua shuju, 1983), 517.15a/b.
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(Beijing:

42. See Kanda Kiichiro # E g — " R y o Shuku nenpu" %£M*EWt, in Tohogaku
ronshu: Toho gakkai soritsu nijugoshunen kinen ^^"^fi^: j^T? ¥#i[]izill
+S]S¥,ffl^: (Tokyo: Toho gakkai 1972), pp. 270-1.

A little while later, there came Zongmi's criticism. Although he stood
in the sectarian position of the Heze school, he fiercely criticized the
Hongzhou thought as representing the most serious challenge not only to
the Huineng-Heze line but also to the whole Buddhist tradition.
Now, the Hongzhou school says that greed, anger, precepts (sila), and concentra
tion (samddhi) are of the same kind, which is the function of Buddha-nature.
They fail to distinguish between ignorance and enlightenment, the inverted and
the upright. ... The Hongzhou school always says that since greed, anger, com
passion, and good are all Buddha-nature, there could not be any difference
between them. This is like someone who only observes the wet nature [of water]
as never changing, but fails to comprehend that, since water can both carry a boat
or sink it, its merits and faults are remarkably different.
43

Zongmi attacked the Hongzhou teaching for equating greed and anger
with compassion and good, taking ignorance as enlightenment, and
inverting right and wrong. The danger of this teaching was not only
ethical but also doctrinal. The metaphor of water-nature implies a
warning that the Hongzhou teaching might sink the boat of Buddhism.
This, as we will see, is definitely not an overreaction.
From Liang Su to Huizhong and Zongmi, from outside to inside, the
critics aimed at Hongzhou school's identification of the entire mind of
purity and defilement with Buddha-nature. This fact in turn shows that
this identification was truly a significant reformation in the doctrines of
Chan and Buddhism.
The above analysis of Daoyi's teaching, "ordinary mind is the Way,"
reveals that the "ordinary mind" is more complex than might at first be
apparent. Its first two orders of meaning comprehend the "Dharma-gate
of mind-ground" of the Chan tradition, the "dualism" and nondualism
advocated by early masters. Its third order of meaning, however,
develops and reforms Chan traditions in its unconditional identification
of substantial mind with Buddha-nature, an ordinary man with the
Buddha, so as to make Chan Buddhism a religion of humanity, as
Y A N A G I D A Seizan puts it. On the one hand, it affirms the value of the
entirety of human being and human life, representing a humanistic and
pragmatic turn in Chan and Buddhist tradition. On the other, it changes
the Buddha back to a man, reducing his holy aura, and establishing a
new relationship of equality between the Buddha and an ordinary man.
Nevertheless, a dangerous seed of self-deconstruction was at the same
time planted into the body of Buddhism, as warned by Liang Su and
43. Zongmi, Chengxi tu, Z 110: 875a/b.

Zongmi. If there is no difference between the Buddha and an ordinary
man, or between transcendental and mundane worlds, the attractive
power of Buddhist belief would be reduced, and the existing ground of
Buddhist religion would become questionable. Tianran dared to sit
astride the neck of a statue of a Bodhisattva, and burned a wooden image
of Buddha to warm himself, saying: "As for the one single word,
Buddha, I never like to hear it." Later, descendants of the Hongzhou
school did even more astonishing activities to abuse the Buddha and
ridicule the patriarchs. Accompanying the attainment of a free mind
was a tendency to religious self-deconstruction.
44
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2. Inherent Enlightenment and No-Cultivation
The purpose of cultivation and enlightenment in Mahayana Buddhism is
to make one a Buddha. If one is unconditionally identified with the
Buddha, he is inherent enlightened and needs no cultivation.
Consequently, Daoyi further advocated inherent enlightenment and
rejected cultivation.
[Enlightenment] intrinsically existed and exists at present. It does not depend on
the cultivation of the Way and seated meditation. Neither cultivation nor seated
meditation - this is the pure Chan of Tathagata
4 6

Out of an ethical concern and criticism, Zongmi summarized the
Hongzhou teaching of no-cultivation as follows:
If one understands that this is spontaneous and natural, he should not arouse the
intention to cultivate the Way. Since the Way is the mind, one cannot use the
mind to cultivate the mind. Since evil is also the mind, one cannot use the mind to
cut off the mind. Neither cuts off evil nor cultivation, but freely follows one's
destiny, that is called liberation
4 7
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The spontaneous state of human mind is the Way or Buddha-nature. It is
inherently enlightened, without depending on cultivation and seated
meditation. What one needs to do is simply follow his destiny freely and
practise daily activities spontaneously. As a result, all traditional forms
of Chan practice, such as seated meditation, pacifying the mind,
maintaining the fundamental true mind, contemplating the mind, or
transcending thought, became useless. Yaoshan Weiyan ^ U L [ ^ f S , a
disciple of both Daoyi and Xiqian, called precepts (silo), concentration
(samadhi), and wisdom (prajfia) as useless furniture. Tianran said,
"Here in my place is no Way to be cultivated, and no Dharma to be
certified."
Furthermore, under Daoyi's advocacy of inherent enlightenment, the
gradual/sudden paradigm of Chan awakening also became meaningless.
Daoyi said: "It is in contrast to ignorance that one speaks of awakening.
Since intrinsically there is no ignorance, awakening also need not be
established." Zongmi criticized that though the Hongzhou school was
close to the gate of sudden awakening, it totally betrayed the gate of
gradual awakening. However, Daoyi ultimately denied any kind of
awakening. Awakening presupposes ignorance and delusion. Since an
ordinary man is the Buddha, intrinsically lacking any ignorance and
delusion, awakening is nowhere to be found, no matter whether it is
sudden or gradual.
Nevertheless, just as the idea, "ordinary mind is the Way," covers at
least three orders of meaning, the Hongzhou school's concept of culti
vation and awakening is not as simple as might at first be thought. It
sways between no-cultivation and cultivation, no-awakening and awak
ening, in accord with the various orders of "ordinary mind."
First, in the highest order of "ordinary mind," theoretically and ideally
the Way needs no cultivation, and a man needs no awakening, because
the mind is the Way and an ordinary man is the Buddha. However, most
men do not know that the spontaneous state of their mind is enlighten
ment itself, so they still need to be awakened through a distinctive
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teaching method. This method is the so-called "encounter dialogue,"
which McRAE defines as follows:
The spontaneous repartee that is said to take place between master and student in
the process of Chan training. This type of communication includes both verbal
and physical exchanges that are often posed in the form of sincere but misguided
questions from the Chan trainees and perplexing, even enigmatic, responses from
the masters.
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HU Shi asserts that this method was first used by Daoyi. This assertion
has been generally accepted, though some scholars have indicated that
antecedents of encounter dialogue were apparent earlier in the Chan
tradition. The forms of encounter dialogue used by Daoyi include
illogical, nonconceptual rhetoric, beating and shouting, various kinds of
physical gesture, illocutionary signs, and making use of daily essen
tials. The awakening attained through encounter dialogue is intrinsi
cally sudden and thorough, as Daoyi said: "When ignorant, it is the
ignorance of one's own inherent mind. When awakened, it is the
awakening of one's own inherent nature. Once awakened, one is
awakened forever, never again becoming ignorant." The intuitive,
spontaneous, and nonconceptual nature of encounter dialogue derived
from the nature of the awakening defined by the Hongzhou school. It, in
turn, justifies the Hongzhou Chan's distinctive identity and its claim of
being an independent transmission of Buddhism.
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Second, in the "lower" orders of "ordinary mind", not only awakening
is necessary, but also various traditional forms of cultivation are still
applicable. Daoyi taught his disciples:
The Way needs no cultivation, just not defiling it. What is defilement? When one
has a mind of birth and death and an intention of action, all these are defilement.
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If one simply lacks a single thought, then he cuts off the root of birth and death
and obtains the supreme treasure of the Dharma-king.
58

If you understand the holy mind, there is never anything else.

59

Thus, in order not to defile, one still needs the expedient means of "nothought" and "no-affair", "empty" of any conceptual and intellectual
attachments. Some of Daoyi's disciples did apply experientially these
two expedients. Pang Yun said, "No-thought is better than seeking
causes." Daowu said, "When even one single thought does not arise,
then Buddha-mind is seen." Baoji said, "If the mind has no affairs,
myriad dharmas will not emerge."
Moreover, not only did some internal expedients of pre-classical Chan
continue to be applied, but also various traditional forms of external
practice, such as seated meditation, reciting scriptures, observing
precepts, and making offerings, were still practiced within the Hongzhou
school. For example, Huaihai often asked his disciples to keep the mind
indifferent, like wood or stone. This state of mind is actually a kind of
samadhi. The Jingde chuandeng lu records the following anecdotes:
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One day, [Weijian 1t£lt] was sitting in meditation at the back of Mazu's Dharma
hall. When the Patriarch saw him, he blew twice in his ear. The master [Weijian]
emerged from meditation. When he saw it was the Reverend, he entered medita
tion again.
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One day, Mazu asked the master [Zhizang © l i e ] , "Why don't you read sutras?"
The master answered, "How could sutras make a difference?" Mazu said,
"Although this is so, later you will need them for the sake of others."
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These anecdotes show that seated meditation was still practiced in
Daoyi's hall, and he required his major disciples to read scriptures in
order to teach others. Weiyan, who did not allow others to read the
scriptures, often read them himself. In the famous story of watching
the moon, when Mazu asked what should be done then, Zhizang said
that it was better to make offerings to the Buddha, and Huaihai said it
was better to practice cultivation. Baoji was famous for his
"extraordinary seriousness in observing precepts throughout his life."
Huaihai's "Regulations of the Chan School" (Chanmen guishi fliFIJSt:^)
even established harsh punishments for those who broke the Buddhist
precepts and monastic disciplines.
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3. The Ultimate Realm: The Return to the Human Realm
Since the late Han, both Buddhism and religious Taoism had grown
rapidly in China, and both reached their golden age in the high Tang.
The holy realms of both religions became the ultimate pursuit of numer
ous followers. Then, from the mid-Tang, there came a humanistic turn
in Chinese intellectual history. Mazu Daoyi's Hongzhou school marked
the beginning of this turn and displayed a self-deconstruction in the
religious world. Y A N A G I D A says: "The Buddhist standing point of Linji
is its absolute recognition of the fundamental value of the human
being." However, this recognition was initiated by Daoyi, and Linji
Yixuan was simply his best follower.
While transforming absolute Buddha-nature into substantial human
mind and the Buddha to an ordinary man, Daoyi affirmed that the
entirety of daily life is of ultimate truth and value.
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Since limitless kalpas, all living beings have never left the samddhi of Dharmanature, and they have always abided in the samddhi of Dharma-nature. Wearing
clothes, eating food, talking and responding, making use of the six senses, all
activities are Dharma-nature.
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If you now understand this reality, you will truly not create any karma. Following
your destiny, passing your life, with one cloak or one robe, wherever sitting or
standing, it is always with you.
72

Daily activities of ordinary life are equated with the ultimate reality of
Dharma-nature. The Buddha becomes a man again, and the holy realm
turns back to the mundane world. The Way manifests itself everywhere
in human life, and Buddha-nature functions in every aspect of daily
experiences. Ordinary men are liberated from their former karma in
limitless kalpas; they spontaneously practice Chan in daily life and attain
personal and spiritual freedom, "indulging their nature, being carefree,
following causes, and acting unrestrainedly." Indeed, from early
Chan's "pacifying the mind," "maintaining the mind," or "contemplating
the mind" to Hongzhou school's "indulging one's nature" and "letting
the mind be free," a great change undoubtedly happened. This is the true
liberation of humanity in the development of Buddhism, as Y A N A G I D A
indicates: "After Mazu, the characteristics of Chan demonstrate the
strong significance of life; it is a religion of humanity born in the vast
expanse of Chinese land."
In order to verify this new idea of an ultimate realm, Daoyi applied
the paradigms of absolute/phenomena and essence/function to supply its
ontological ground:
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The absolute (//) and phenomena (shi) are without difference; both are wonderful
functions. All are because of the revolving of the mind, and there is no other
principle. For example, though the reflections of the moon are many, the real
moon is not manifold. Though there are many springs of water, the nature of
water is not manifold. Though there are myriad phenomenal appearances in the
universe, empty space is not manifold. Though there are many principles being
spoken of, the unobstructed wisdom is not manifold. Whatever is established, it
all comes from the One Mind. One can construct it or sweep it away; either way
is wonderful function, and this wonderful function is oneself. It is not that there
is a place to stand where one leaves the Truth, but the very place where one
stands is the Truth. This is the essence of oneself. If it is not so, then who is one?
All dharmas are Buddha-Dharma, and all things are liberation. Liberation is
Thusness, and all things never leave Thusness. Walking, staying, sitting, and
lying, all are inconceivable function, which does not wait for a timely season
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Daoyi first identified the phenomenal with the absolute. Their relation
ship is that of many and one, which is inseparable and unobstructed,
many being one, one being many. The absolute is manifested in each of
the manifold phenomena, and each of the manifold phenomena possesses
the value of the absolute. Daoyi then assimilated this paradigm to the
essence/function paradigm and identified function with essence in the
same way. Finally, he attributed the essence to One Mind, or Buddhadharma, or Thusness, to affirm that all functions are of true value and
are liberation themselves. Since everything that occurs to the individual
is a manifestation of the functioning of his intrinsic Buddha-nature, the
daily life he experiences is identical with the ultimate experience of
Buddhist enlightenment and liberation. In other places, Daoyi used the
mani pearl as a metaphor. The mani pearl changes in accord with the
colors it touches. When it touches the color blue, it becomes blue; when
it touches the color yellow, it becomes yellow, though its essence is lack
of coloration. Hence "seeing, listening, sensing, and knowing are
originally your intrinsic nature, which is also called intrinsic mind. It is
not that there is a Buddha other than the mind." As Buswell
insightfully points out, here lies the conceptual divide of early and
classical Chan: instead of contemplating and seeing the internal essence
of the true mind, Daoyi stressed that it is through the external
functioning of the mind that its essence is seen.
Critics of the Hongzhou school did not miss this doctrine of "function
is identical with Buddha-nature." Nanyang Huizhong was again the first
to criticize it:
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If we take seeing, listening, sensing, and knowing to be Buddha-nature, Pure
Reputation [i.e., Vimalaklrti] should not say that the Dharma is separate from
seeing, listening, sensing, and knowing. If one practices seeing, listening,
sensing, and knowing, then these are seeing, listening, sensing, and knowing, not
seeking the Dharma
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Huizhong cited the Vimalakirti-nirdesa to verify the differentiation of
the psycho-physical functions from Buddha-nature. Later, Zongmi
further attacked Daoyi on the basis of the essence/function paradigm. He
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picked up the metaphor of the mani pearl used by Daoyi. The nature of
the pearl is intrinsically perfect and luminous, but when it comes into
contact with external objects, it reflects different forms and colors.
When it reflects the color black or other colors, its entire surface appears
black or as other colors. The Hongzhou school would aver that this very
blackness, or blueness, or yellowness, was the pearl, and did not know
those colors were all delusion and empty. Zongmi objected that the
Hongzhou school collapsed essence into function and did not realize the
difference between them, therefore they did not really see the essence of
the true mind. The fact that they defined all activities of daily life, no
matter good or evil, as Buddha-nature represented a dangerous antinomianism. While Zongmi was quite right in indicating Daoyi's faulty
logic that collapsed essence into function and the antinomian tendency
that might result from this teaching, he was nevertheless unable to see
that behind the intentional faulty logic was Daoyi's dedication to
recognize the ultimate value of the colorful activities of the human
realm.
In conclusion, the core of Daoyi's teaching, "the ordinary mind is the
Way," covers at least three orders of meaning. The first two orders
comprehend two major teachings of pre-classical Chan tradition, namely
"the mind is the Buddha" or the pure mind of self nature, and "neither
mind nor Buddha" or nondualism, which are respectively based on
Indian tathdgata-garbha thought and Madhyamika theory. The third
order of ordinary mind affirms that ordinary mind is the spontaneous
state of human mind, which is a mixture of good and evil, purity and
defilement, and enlightenment and ignorance. These three orders are
mutually reinforcing and sometimes conflicting, but the third order is
the most innovative and significant. It reforms Chan and Buddhist tradi
tion by its unconditional identification of complete, substantial human
mind with absolute Buddha-nature. Based on this new perspective of the
relationship between human mind and Buddha-nature, Daoyi further
advocated inherent enlightenment and no-cultivation, and designed a
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new mode of Chan discourse, the encounter dialogue, to guide learners.
In addition, he took the essence/function paradigm to assume that
psycho-physical functions are identical with Buddha-nature and that
daily activities are all wonderful functions, in order to recognize the
ultimate truth and value of human life, as well as to supply an
ontological ground for his new doctrine. A l l these made Chan Buddhism
a religion of humanity and marked the final shaping of Chinese Chan
proper.

